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Our test team loved sending it with 
Naish’s flagship kite, and this year 
sees new bridle tuning points which 
equal improved wind range at the 
top end so you can really push the 
limits... If you aspire to be a King of 
the Air podium winner then it could 
be the kite for you. If not, you’re 
probably still going to love it…

1 // Naish Pivot

The Deep is the most popular 
snowkite board in Goodboard’s 
collection. It is a medium-hard 
all-mountain board that feels at 
home in the park, on the slopes or 
in the backcountry. The new twin-
tip shape with a harmonious curve 
of the nose and tail ensures great 
versatility and fun, and hooked up to 
your kite there really are no limits…

3 // Goodboards Deep
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The all-new 2021 Reach perfor-
mance freeride kite is ready to do 
it all. Boost, loop, foil, surf: it’s the 
epitome of an all-rounder. Tweaks 
for 2021 include new low-profile, 
low-elongation bridle lines for a 
more direct response, and a re-
tuned short bridle for quick, ex-
ponential depower, so you can fly 
faster and more efficiently whatev-
er greets you when you get to the 
beach…

4 // North Reach
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The Formula is the lightest twintip 
Slingshot have ever made, built en-
tirely of high modulus carbon fiber 
producing explosive pop, combined 
with a full-length double concave 
hull for smooth, buttery landings. 
It is packed full of performance 
that excels in whatever you’ve got 
planned for your session, from fre-
eriding to extreme Big Air… 

2 // Slingshot Formula 2
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The all-new Shadow from F-ONE is 
a wave board designed to excel in 
all sizes and types of waves, with 
outstanding fluidity and top-of-class 
responsiveness. Fast and precise 
on the wave, it encourages power-
ful riding and vertical turns, but the 
generous plan shape ensures that 
you can maintain speed and keep 
it rolling through less powerful sec-
tions…

7 // F-ONE Shadow

A high support waist harness with 
medium hardness lumbar support, 
the Synth has low profile pressed 
aluminum webbing buckles to re-
duce hard points and thick material 
bunching, and has the option of an 
integrated seat harness connection. 
The shape of the buckles allows for 
a strong hold on the webbing, guar-
anteeing a reliable lock, and snug 
fit that can take you from your first 
few runs through to your first han-
dlepasses….

8 // AK Synth Harness 
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Perhaps the most iconic kite on the 
planet, Cabrinha’s five-strut best-
seller has been ticking all the right 
boxes for a significant portion of the 
kitesurfing planet for many moons 
now… Now with a new Fusion wing 
tip shape, Nano Ripstop Canopy 
and High Tenacity Dacron, this is 
the pinnacle of performance and 
versatility…

5 // Cabrinha Switchblade 
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A true weapon of choice for many 
World Champions in the past: for 
2021 the Pro X is back in the Bruno-
tti line up. It’s proven itself in previ-
ous years across hardcore freestyle 
devotees with the power and speed 
it offers, which has made it one of 
the most successful boards among 
pro and advanced riders. Maybe 
now the time is right for you to take 
it on…

6 // Brunotti Pro X
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CORE are the kings of ‘keeping it 
on the downlow’, so we pretty much 
fell off our chairs when the press re-
lease dropped about their new foil… 
As ever this has been a while in the 
planning and refining, and – as ever 
– we are expecting an impressive 
final product that has been through 
A LOT of testing and prototyping, 
because that is how CORE roll…

The Master is Eleveight’s high perfor-
mance freeride to freestyle twintip for 
riders who like to ride with POWER. 
There are plenty of eye-catching fea-
tures, including the new 3D top mold, 
beveled rails optimizing flex pattern, 
aerospace-grade Spread Tow Car-
bon reinforcements and tucked-un-
der-rails which run through chop more 
comfortably. It’s a no compromise 
pure freestyle machine…

10 // Eleveight Master

11 // CORE SLC

Flysurfer have singlehandedly rede-
fined what was possible with a foil 
kite… The SOUL was the gateway 
drug, and now the world has realised 
that kites like the SONIC can open 
up possibilities that were previously 
thought unattainable. Twintip in 5 
knots; boost an extra five metres and 
stay up for days… There’s a whole 
other world out there.

12 // Flysurfer SONIC
  

STUFF

Incorporating Penta TX material, the 
Evo SLS is the ‘sporty’ version of 
Duotone’s most versatile kite mod-
el. The Penta TX delivers a weight 
saving but also a crisper feeling 
and more responsive kite. You can 
find out a whole lot more where kite 
design ninja Ralf Grösel talks us 
through it a little earlier in the mag…

9 // Duotone Evo SLS
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The new Pilot bar for Ocean Rodeo 
brings their front line trim bar option 
right up to date with a host of all-
new features and a super clean new 
look. Highlights for us are the slight-
ly thinner diameter bar for more 
precise control and Ocean Rodeo’s 
new Gen 9 Punch Out QR which is 
a mechanical marvel.

13 // Ocean Rodeo Pilot 
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